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Module Title: Calculus I

Module lD: MATH- IO1

Prerequisite (Co-requisite) :

Co-requisite:

Course Level: 6 Level3
Credit Hours: 3

Module Description -.)-.!Jt ' t ,
rumbers and real lines - Inequalities - Functions - The graph of a function - Even anr

ons - Composite of Functions - Trigonometric Functions - Inverse Functions - L
romet c Functions - Limits - Prope(ies of Limits - Techniques for evaluating Limits - Il
i - Continuity - Properties of Continuity - Differentiation - The Relationship be

entiation and Continuity - Differentiation Laws - Derivative of Trigonometric and Ir
rometric Functions - Derivative ofHyperbolic and Inverse Hyperbolic Functions -Logarithm
rential Functions and their derivatives - Using the first derivative test to study an increasir
sing function - Chain Role's Implicit Differentiation - Lohospital's Role - Rolle,s Role a
Value Theorems - Using Differentiation to studying concavity of fimctions and studying
ations of Differentiation. Optimization.

Module Aims :-l-,,fJl -il:ei

ve a knowledge of a line ofthe real numbers and how to solve an Inequality.

ve the knowledge ofthe function ofone variable and srudying its properties and kinds, also,
Lw the curve of the function

ve knowledge of how to find limit of the function and studying its Continuity.

rm this course the student can find the derivative of the function and studying the relati
ween Differentiation and Continuity

ve knowledge of finding the tangent of the curve and the maximum and minimum values
rction.

ve a knowledge ofhow the function increased and decreased and how to draw the shape oftht

:ntify the quantity to be optimized and the

outcomes

solving it.
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Have the knowledge of the function and its properties and its different kinds.
Have knowledge of how to find the limit of a function and studying its continuity.
Have a knowled8e of the derivative of a function and derivatives of different types of
functions
Have knowledge of finding the equation of tangent and normal of a cuNe and the
maximum and minimum values of the function.
Learning curve sketching

mized and the constraint and solving it.the ua to be
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